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PROBLEM STATEMENT

We start off by laying out the main challenges with buying, selling and staking 
cryptocurrency today. We’ve bifurcated the problems faced broadly into spot trading / 
staking and derivatives trading.

Spot trading issues

Disjointed experience

Prone to error, Expensive

Performance / Fees

It’s hard to seamlessly move fiat currency to your desired token and deploy it by 
staking, lending, borrowing or voting, within a single user interface. 

One needs to move funds between multiple products to accomplish complex tasks, 
each with potentially different blockchains, operational and custody characteristics. 
This is error prone and the transaction fees to move funds can get expensive.

Centralized exchanges are giving way to Decentralized alternatives. However, with a 
few notable exceptions, lack of adequate txn throughput and high fees makes 

MISSION

Indra Crypto Capital's (ICC for the remainder of this document) mission is to build a 
full-stack experience across products to help users move from Fiat to Crypto to 
Staking, Lending, Trading or Voting, effortlessly, within minutes.

This whitepaper will discuss the various pieces we are building to fulfil this mission 
and to achieve the type of vertical integration that can really propel overall value. We 
will articulate every component and our plan to snap them together to form the 
complete picture needed to achieve this objective.

Our platform is blockchain and location agnostic. We will concentrate our 
development efforts and investment dollars on technologies we've vetted and believe 
are likely to play a major role in the reshaping of our financial world. While our roots 
are in India, our aspirations and the majority of our products are global, as we'll 
articulate in this whitepaper.
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the decentralized experience less than perfect, and is slowing this transition.

Derivatives trading
Counterparty risk

Auto deleveraging (ADL) 

Insurance

Opaque

Performance / Fees

DEX for options trading

Depending on how one trades futures, they are subject to a combination of custodial and 
counterparty risks. This includes regulatory and technical risk (hacking, failure of trading 
engines and so on).

ADL risk is where the exchange may exit one’s position not due to losses, but rather that 
things have reached a point where a counterparty may default. In these scenarios, the 
prudent thing to do is to close countering positions and allow subsequent re-
establishment,if desired. It may be unavoidable in some cases, but having large reserves 
to deal with these scenarios will lead to an elevated user experience.

It’s difficult if not impossible to get protection against a CEX hack or funds locked/stolen 
scenario. Custodial offerings do not currently have the type of insurance providers that 
one has come to expect from De-Fi.

Lack of transparency, coupled with manipulation by major exchanges is another critical 
factor to be worried about for those who desire a level playing field.

Although the transition from CEX to DEX is inevitable, there is a inadequate txn throughput 
(with a few notable exceptions), as well as high fees on existing Derivative DEXes.

There is also currently the lack of a solid DEX for options trading (puts, calls, covered calls, 
multi-leg trades) of the same caliber as a Deribit, for instance.
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PRODUCTS

IndraDEX
IndraDEX is our decentralized exchange (DEX) for both spot and futures trading. We will 
support trustless trading in major pairs as well as USDT and Coin-margined futures. Options 
trading will be added in Phase 2 of our roadmap.

Polygon

Derivatives - Focus on Coin-margined futures

The first version of the IndraDEX product will be built on Polygon / MATIC, although 
we see opportunities to build a more cross-blockchain / platform agnostic version of 
the DEX in the future. Building on Polygon, which is a Layer 2 protocol on top of 
Ethereum gives us the high performance, transaction throughput and low fees that 
one would expect from a High quality user experience.

While there exist numerous spot DEXes, there are not a large number of players 
attempting to build a derivatives DEX, especially one with coin-margined futures, the 
basic futures construct that will allow the establishment of delta-neutral trading 
strategies. 
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Stablecoin-margined support 

Quarterly and Perpetual

Spot AMMs

vAMMs

We intend to support the building of futures positions based on the deposits of high 
quality collateral other than stablecoins e.g. wBTC, ETH etc.

In addition to supporting the use of coins like wBTC and ETH as collateral (coin-margined), 
we will also support the use of USDT/TUSD and other stablecoins as collateral. This array 
of options allows the construction of derivatives trading strategies that range from cash-
and-carry trades to more speculative leveraged positions.

We will also give our users options between trading perpetual futures that are balanced 
and carried forward by the funding rates mechanism, as well as quarterly futures, settled 
on a fixed date, typically near the end of calendar quarters.

Much like Uniswap, Sushiswap and other major spot DEXes, we will support the ability for 
market makers to add liquidity into our AMM liquidity pools. While the price calculation 
formulae will be quite similar to Uniswap (constant product curve), we plan to add a more 
active role for market makers that wish for additional discretionary options over just what 
portion of their liquidity is available at certain prices.

Some decentralized derivatives exchanges including IndraDEX, have the concept of a 
virtual AMM. What this means is that the AMM pricing model is used to determine entry 
and exit prices of a user into a derivatives contract, but there is no real swap of assets 
occurring. The user enters and exits with the trade being settled in the collateral used, be 
it wBTC,USDT or TUSD etc. The vAMM is a fully collateralized construct that is able to 
support both long and short leveraged trades.

Governance / DAO
We believe that the community should drive the major decision making and development 
roadmap of the DEX. During the initial period of releases where we execute through to the 
end of our product roadmap, we will continuously decentralize the governance of the DEX 
through the distribution of a Governance token to major users / stakeholders and 
respected members of the Crypto community (ala Sushiswap). The governance token will 
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Leverage

Borrow / Lend markets

Insurance fund

be used for major voting, proposals and shepherding of the platform in the right direction.

We will offer traders the option to add leverage to their positions. The amount of leverage 
we offer will be proportional to the size of the insurance fund we’re able to accumulate. 
We will likely start at 5x leverage and expand from there.

In a sense, the ability to trade futures with leverage is founded on the basis of a robust 
borrow / lend market and such a market will be the underlying foundation of the IndraDEX 
platform. However, in the interest of providing a well rounded set of De-Fi options, we will 
expose our borrow and lend markets to anyone who wishes to borrow for any purpose 
against good collateral.

Options trading (Phase 2)
The next phase of the project after the establishment of a robust futures trading market 
would be the addition of both single and multi-legged options trades on various 
Cryptocurrencies. Although there exist some Decentralized alternatives for options 
trading, the main players tend to be in the Centralized exchange space. We intend to 
change that. We will support both Buying and Selling (Writing) of Call and Put options at 
various expiries for the various Cryptocurrencies. 

We’ve all heard of derivatives exchanges imploding due to excessive leverage and in some 
cases even to the extent of destabilizing the underlying markets. We believe there should 
be a provision for an insurance fund that can cover losses due to unforeseen 
circumstances in the operation of the market mechanism itself. 

The existence of such a fund and its size would determine a. the amount of leverage we 
will offer traders and b. the extent to which we can relax our ADL (Auto deleveraging) 
rules. We will allocate some portion of our trading fees towards the building of such an 
insurance fund
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Oracles

Tooling for new trading pairs

We will need to be supported by a strong set of data oracles for the futures markets, 
especially for options trading wherein a variety of factors such as time decay and volatility 
(the Greeks) go into determining the price of an option. We will look to build out a robust 
infrastructure based on existing De-Fi primitives, or we will implement our own. 

We believe that as the market matures, it will become a prerequisite for a new token listing 
on major exchanges to have corollary futures markets with somewhat deep liquidity. 

We will provide tools for market makers to construct their own futures trading pairs. This 
is a bit more complex than adding a spot trading pair, since there are additional variables 
in the mix such as expiry dates, collateral types and ‘allowed leverage’ levels. MMs can use 
these tools to configure and set up their own pairs, and make them available for public 
trading. 

Staking

Cross-chain Bridges

We will enable our token holders to stake their tokens to one of our pools and earn a 
reward as a result. These rewards will be some combination of our Governance token and 
a portion of the transaction fees earned from trading.

It will become crucial as new blockchains spring up, to support the tokens on these chains, 
as well as cross-chain swaps. Although we’re building on Polygon and will always support 
our products on the platform, we intend to take a blockchain agnostic approach to 
building our products, which will make it easy at the very minimum to roll our solution out 
to other chains. We will then spend considerable effort in building solid atomic bridges for 
the seamless transfer of value between blockchains.
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YieldWallet.io 

Our Validators

The staking ecosystem is a key part of validating and securing proof-of-stake and 
delegated proof-of-stake blockchains such as MATIC (Polygon), Tezos and others.

YieldWallet.io is our staking-as-a-service provider, a service that allows users to pool their 
tokens towards us and earn rewards from our validators. We share the bulk of the 
rewards with our users, taking a small fee for running and managing the validators.

The following YieldWallet.io services are currently LIVE

Tezos - We run an XTZ bakery with >99.8% uptime and have been a part of the Tezos 
ecosystem since 2019.

MATIC / Polygon -  We run a MATIC validator node with 99.9% uptime. We were one 
of the original participants in their Stake-on-the-beach initiative that was intended to 
shepherd the protocol through testnet to it’s mainnet launch.

Decred - We operated a Decred staking pool for well over a year before their recent 
architecture upgrade.

We are currently focusing on releasing a Custodial wallet solution for Decred (more 
on that below), after which we will launch a new Decred VSP based on the new 
architecture.

Mina - We’re one of the original Genesis founding members for the Mina protocol, 
participating in the release process for the network through multiple testnets to the 
mainnet launch. We currently run a Mina validator and have had tremendous success 
in minting blocks.

ONE - We run a Harmony validator with >99.7% uptime. We were chosen as one of 
their Pangaea academy validators, which includes a delegation grant that allows us to 
operate the node in elected status 100% of the time.
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Tezos cloud wallet - The first cloud wallet we plan to release will be for Tezos. As 
most people familiar with the Tezos staking protocol may realize, we would then be 
able to use the funds delegated to us as part of our baker bond, since we have 
custody of the funds.

This would allow us to grow the size of our delegated capacity. We will incentivize our 
users with a larger than usual Tezos reward or a combination of other incentives for 
depositing and staking with us through our cloud wallets.

Decred cloud wallet - Another cloud wallet that we will release shortly is for Decred. 
Most people familiar with the Decred staking protocol realize that 

a. The price of tickets going through the roof at >300 DCR as of this writing
b. The overly complicated ticket-splitting functionality in some Decred wallets, which
in theory is supposed to allow multiple users to contribute to a single ticket. In reality,
it’s too complex for most people to use.

This means that a user will need to control 300 DCR (47K USD at current prices) to 
stake with Decred. We solve this problem by having users deposit funds 

Vertical Integration

Cloud wallets

Unlike most standalone staking-as-a-service providers who have to grow organically, we 
believe that YieldWallet.io can achieve massive scale as part of a larger ecosystem plan 
within the ICC umbrella of products, namely via our cloud wallets and a new liquidity 
staking protocol. More on that below.

We plan to release a set of custodial wallets for all the coins for which we run validators. 
The idea is that users will deposit their funds into wallets controlled by us. We will then 
delegate the funds on their behalf to our validators and pay out the rewards.

Note that users still have the option of delegating to us in a non-custodial fashion from 
their own wallets, maintaining full control of their funds. They may choose to go the 
custodial route for a variety of reasons including larger rewards, liquidity staking options, 
convenience or other reasons (e.g. they may feel more secure with their funds in a CEX-
like wallet).
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into their cloud wallets and then pooling the funds towards ticket purchases in a 
transparent way, requiring no additional user intervention. 

We then payout the Decred rewards in proportion to the user’s contribution. In 
addition, we will occasionally pay out other tokens/rewards as incentives for the 
users to participate.

Liquidity staking
One of the main pillars of YieldWallet.io’s growth and the overall ICC Ce-De-Fi strategy is 
our Liquidity staking product. 

Here is how it would work: Users who deposit various tokens into our cloud wallets to 
earn staking yields (described above) will receive equivalent i<token name> tokens e.g. 
iXTZ, iDCR and so on. They will return these tokens when they wish to free up and 
withdraw the tokens they have staked.

These tokens can then be used as collateral on our (and our ecosystem partners) borrow/
lend markets and to participate in various forms of Yield Farming. All of this can happen, 
while your original XTZ or DCR is earning rewards through staking. 

This effectively injects De-Fi into blockchains and tokens that do not have it and are 
therefore not receiving the kind of attention they might deserve for other reasons such as 
privacy and security.

There are various foundational pieces needed to build a robust liquidity staking platform, 
such as having AMMs (Automated market makers) that will provide the necessary 
iToken:token liquidity and robust cross-blockchain bridges to perform token swaps. We 
are committed to constructing the needed plumbing as well as the overlying architecture 
to facilitate this type of De-Fi based Liquidity staking protocol.

Community / Infrastructure support
We believe it is crucial for Yieldwallet.io to provide necessary infrastructure to the token 
communities in which we participate. To that end, we plan to build and provide various 
necessary tooling such as block explorers, public nodes / APIs and simple wallets on an 
open source basis, to support the growth and adoption of these blockchains.
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While everything would be decentralized in an ideal world, there are coins of significant 
market share and use-cases wherein their value cannot currently be transferred or 
swapped across blockchains in a completely decentralized way.

CEXes are therefore necessary at this point. We tend to think of IndraX, our centralized 
exchange as a key component / bridge in the Ce-De-Fi ecosystem that we’re trying to build.

Spot trading
IndraX will support trading in the major market cap currencies that we believe are 
legitimate and have promise. We will support trading in coins such as BTC, ETH, ADA, EOS, 
XMR and so on. 

Fiat Onramps
IndraX is committed to the vision of providing Fiat-Crypto onramps in as many 
jurisdictions as possible, while complying to the fullest extent with local laws. We will 
likely start with the Indian rupee and expand from there.

IndraX
IndraX is our centralized exchange (CEX) that will feature spot trading, borrow/lend 
markets, liquidity mining / AMMs and NFT markets. 
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AMMs

API-first exchange

UI / UX

NFT galleries

Similar to IndraDEX, we will allow market makers to participate in liquidity pools for various 
pairs. These will include fiat pairs e.g. INR-ADA and so on. This will help bring innovations 
and income opportunities that were previously ‘De-Fi only’ to a more general crypto 
audience.

IndraX is an API-first exchange which will allow the rapid development of various clients 
(web, mobile, chat) that plugin to the same pools of liquidity and trading volumes.

The first version of the exchange will see the release of a full-fledged UI with the same 
sophisticated and basic trading interfaces that one has come to expect from major crypto 
exchanges. 

NFTs will be a key part of the IndraX product. We will feature galleries where artists and 
creators can showcase their works and also provide the necessary tooling and infrastructure 
around allowing the creation, minting and distribution of NFTs in a marketplace like setting.
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If one can imagine the complexity of a single web user interface where you can 

a. deposit funds, b. trade them on a CEX, c. trade on a DEX and then d. Stake a newly
acquired token,

it becomes clear why a chat-based interface is the way to go. While there is a learning curve, 
we believe that once someone starts constructing complex actions within our telegram-
based chatbot, they would never look at a web interface the same way again.

IndraX integration
Users will have access to all the IndraX functionality described in the section above 
including fiat onramps, spot trading, NFTs and so on from within the AiravatBot interface.

AiravatBot
AiravatBot is our Telegram Chatbot based interface into the entire ICC ecosystem of 
products and a key piece of our vision for seamless interactions with multiple blockchains, 
products and functionalities in both the centralized and decentralized worlds.
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YieldWallet.io / Liquidity staking integration

IndraDEX integration

Bridges, Cross chain transfers

3rd party integrations

Ce-De-Fi enablement

Users will be able to stake their tokens to YieldWallet.io validators from within AiravatBot, 
through our cloud wallets. They will also have full access to Liquidity staking tokens that 
they can either put up as collateral via AiravatBot or withdraw for use elsewhere.

Users will have access to all the futures trading, spot trading and lend/borrow markets 
functionality from IndraDEX, albeit in a custodial, non-DEX fashion via APIs (transactions 
signed by centralized wallets controlled by us). While not ideal for decentralization, it is both 
convenient and powerful. Users always have the option of going straight to the DEX if they 
so choose.

The user should not have to know the inner workings of the underlying infrastructure to 
enjoy the productive use of their tokens. Our vision is to have cross-chain transfers of 
value be a part of this infrastructure, but in a completely seamless and transparent 
manner. 

Another key part of the AiravatBot strategy is to implement important 3rd party integrations. 
We’d like our users to have access to Compound, Aave, Sushiswap, Uniswap and other key 
De-Fi platforms from within our interface. 

As mentioned a few times in this whitepaper, we’d like to create an ecosystem that bridges 
and creates value between centralized and decentralized blockchains. Having a unified 
gateway like AiravatBot goes a long way in enabling that vision.

De-Fi / Yield Farming

Most if not all of our products have a vein of De-Fi running through them. One could say 
it’s in the DNA of the ICC ecosystem. 

Liquidity staking
The backbone of the ICC De-Fi initiative is our liquidity staking programs, described in detail 
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Proof-of-liquidity, Locked staking

in the YieldWallet.io section above. The existence of this program allows us to marry 
staking with yield farming and bring a new class of collateral into the De-Fi markets.

We also effectively inject De-Fi, borrow / lend markets and liquidity into coins that have 
otherwise limited De-Fi aspects.

Given that we have a mix of custodial and non-custodial coins and need to work cross-chain, 
there are various concepts that will require research and development 
Some of these include,

A. a proof of liquidity protocol, where it can be proven that we will exchange as many 
iToken:token swaps at 1:1
B. Locked staking, where we can prove that our LPs have been locked in for a period of time. 

Point B may help solve the problem of people getting rug-pulled in De-Fi, but that is a 
separate discussion.

Borrow / Lend markets

AMMs

Yield Farming

Between our integrations with Aave, Compound and others via AiravatBot and our own 
Borrow/Lend markets backed with high quality collateral, we will give our users access to 
vast amounts of liquidity for various purposes, be it leveraged trading, yield farming or other 
reasons.

Automated market makers will form a core part of the ICC liquidity backbone, whether it be 
our vAMMs in the IndraDEX futures markets or our AMMs in the IndraDEX and IndraX spot 
markets. We even extend the AMM concept to fiat trading pairs as described in the IndraX 
section above.

The Airavat token will be used as rewards to turbocharge total yields across all user activities 
in the ICC ecosystem we wish to incentivize, whether it be staking, borrowing, lending, 
providing liquidity or trading.
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We anticipate having one of the largest yield farming programs in the Cryptosphere in 
terms of the number of products our token rewards will permeate through, if not in 
terms of actual $.

Staking

Decentralized governance

Futures / Options

Strategy tokens / Collateral

Staking is generally not seen as a De-Fi activity. In our opinion it’s the first / original De-Fi 
activity, and one that provides a key function: Securing the very Blockchains upon which all 
of this rests. With YieldWallet.io, we plan to support various coins and ecosystems, 
continually extending our offerings as new high quality coins make their appearance on the 
scene.

Much has been said about having DAOs or Decentralized autonomous organizations 
shepherd the forward movement and direction of protocols and platforms in the 
cryptocurrency space. While this is still an incipient movement, there are many shining 
examples of projects that have successfully deployed well designed functioning DAOs. 

With ICC, we are starting out centralized and will make our push towards decentralized 
governance first with the obvious choice, IndraDEX. We will then apply our learnings and 
watch developments in the space to guide our efforts to decentralize the governance of the 
rest of our products as well.

We consider highly liquid and robust futures and options trading on a decentralized 
platform as a core part of any advanced crypto-financial infrastructure. This foundation is 
essential in order to provide opportunities for hedging, stability, transparency and price 
discovery in a free market. IndraDEX is our attempt to build just such a platform.

One of the categories of tokens we’re looking to introduce is the strategy token, a construct 
that will provide our users exposure to the returns generated by specific trading strategies in 
both the spot and futures markets without actually having to build the position themselves. 

This helps especially with multi-legged trades e.g. cash-and-carry strategies that essentially 
provide the user a riskless positive ROI, but carry slippage and execution risk.
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We anticipate these tokens will evolve quickly into collateral that can be used in the borrow/
lend markets. It will be exciting to watch what people build on top of these primitives e.g. sell 
future yield at a discount and so on.

BUSINESS MODEL

AIRAVAT TOKEN

Below is a diagram that captures ICCs sources of revenue and expenses. 

The Airavat token is a utility token that forms an integral part of the entire ICC ecosystem 
and has uses that permeate every one of our products. The issuance will be capped at 1 
Billion Units.

Token Allocation
The initial allocation of the token will be as follows:
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Funds allocation

Token utility

The funds raised will be allocated to the following functions:

The initial allocation of the token will be as follows:

Token burn schedule: 20% of net operating profits will be allocated to token repurchase and burn

Schedule begins: On first profitable quarter. Schedule ends: When 50% of coins are burnt

Max supply: 1B tokens. Additional token issuance possible if we are under the Max supply.
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Gautam Sampathkumar - Founder / CEO
Gautam Sampathkumar is a Silicon Valley veteran with 20+ years of 
experience building some of the most well-known and scalable systems 
in use today for companies like Bloomberg, Cisco, Paypal and Alcatel-
Lucent.

A true believer in the power of cryptocurrency and decentralized systems, Gautam 
founded Indra Crypto Capital (ICC) with the vision of building user-friendly products in the 
space for the Indian and World markets. Whether it's engineering,product, DevOps, 
marketing or business development, Gautam's swiss army knife-like abilities allow him to 
wear different hats and help chart the path forward.

Abraham Elmahrek - Advisor
Abraham brings a deep understanding of cryptocurrency and world 
class engineering, having founded the first mobile DEX on 0x, Mobidex. 
He’s also an expert with Big Data, having worked for Cloudera, helping 
build some of their highest profile products and services. He is key to 
ICC's efforts to execute and scale, with the knowledge he shares so 
generously.

Delroy Bosco - Advisor
Delroy is currently the Lead for Decentralization & Governance at 
Polygon Network, one of the most successful blockchains to date. He 
brings his deep understanding of the crypto landscape, ecosystem and 
decentralized governance to the table, helping craft ICC’s strategy and 
tactics as we move through execution of our roadmap.

Murad Mordukhay - Advisor
Murad is the CEO of Qencode, a distributed video solutions company 
that uses economies of scale to provide highly-efficient services like 
video transcoding. Prior to that, he worked as a Digital Media Specialist 
at The Phelps Group, managing budgets in excess of $80 million. Murad 
brings his considerable knowledge to bear, helping ICC with business 
strategy and development.

Advisors

Leadership / Advisory team

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gsampath/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/delroy-bosco/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/abeaamase/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mordukhay/
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Q3 2019
Tezos baking begins.

Q4 2020
Pangaea Academy inducts 
YieldWallet.io Harmony Validator 
launched.

Q2 2021
YieldWallet.io Mina validator 
launched as one of the Genesis 
Founding Members.

Q2 2020
Decred staking pool launched.

Q1 2021
MATIC validator launched on 
Mainnet.

Q4 2021
AiravatBot->YieldWallet.io Tezos 
integration goes Live.

Q1 2022
AiravatBot->YieldWallet.io 
Decred integration goes Live.

YieldWallet.io
Q4 2021
Tezos baking begins.

Q2 2022
Yield Farming rewards begins!

Q1 2022
AiravatBot->YieldWallet.io 
MATIC integration goes Live.

Q3 2022
Stablecoin lending launches. 
Liquidity staking begins.

AiravatBot

ROAD MAP

Each of our products has their own roadmap which is subject to change based on 
market dynamics and competitive landscape. Below are the milestones we’ve set for 
ourselves in each product line in the ICC ecosystem.
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Indra Crypto Capital has lofty goals. We're going after multiple product categories and 
geographies. We plan to build a cohesive integrated pipeline of products where all 
the pieces snap together and feed into each other to build a whole that is greater 
than the sum of its parts.  

We are incredibly grateful for the support we've received from the community thus 
far and believe we will fulfil the promise laid out in this whitepaper with your 
continued support. Thank you.

Conclusion

Q2 2022
BTC, ETH, Tezos, Decred, MATIC, 
Stablecoins trading goes Live

Q4 2022
Full programmatic trading API, 
AMM, Bot trading platform 
launches.

Q3 2022
INR Fiat onramp. INR trading 
pairs go Live.

IndraX
Q4 2021
Whitepaper completed.

Q3 2022
Options trading Beta launched.

Q4 2022
New Listing, Options writing 
programs go Live.

Q2 2022
SPOT & Futures trading Beta 
launched on Polygon network.

Q3 2022
Liquidity staking begins. Borrow / 
Lend platform integrations 
operational.

IndraDEX


